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Kaleidoscope of 100 years 

• The year 2018 marks the celebration the 100th anniversary of Poland regaining independence. 

• The Medical University of Gdańsk wishes to use this unique opportunity to show all the 

changes that took place in Polish science, particularly in those fields that are close to our 

hearts – namely, medicine and pharmacy.  

• The series of events called “Kaleidoscope of 100 years” will introduce key moments, 

significant achievements and important figures in the history of the Medical University                    

of Gdańsk. 

 

 



The faces of anniversaries 



• 100 years of Polish independence encompasses many different anniversaries. 

• 10, 15, 45… a decade is not less important than half a century or 100 years.  

• Our experience, memories and plans are added to every anniversary. 

• Stormy 100 years of independent Poland include many important events. 

• The collection of MUG Museum includes many anniversary publications, memoirs and 

reports. 

• Some of them will be used as an illustration and an inspiration for a moment of a reflection 

on passing, changes, tradition and heritage. 

 

 

 

 

Ten, fifteen, fourty-five years… 



• 10 years of the Medical Academy in Gdańsk. 

• The first five years under the name of the Medical 

Academy in Gdańsk. 

• Since 1950, the new name has been used. 

• The memorial book is full of signatures of the 

participants of the anniversary celebrations, in most 

cases the signatures are illegible. 

 



• Only 2 years… from a mathematical point of view                          

1/50 of a century. 

• However, at the turn of 1926 certainly two most 

important years encouraging a reflection. 

• While preparing a report, professor Kornel Michejda 

paid attention to what seemed to be crucial                                     

to emphasize in the subtitle of the manuscript:  aseptics 

of the Clinic. 

 



„I decided to write the report from the activity of the Clinic                        

in the first two years of its existence due to two reasons. First 

of all, due to the fact that the clinic (besides some lacks) 

finished its period of elementary organization, which may be 

the foundation of its development; secondly, due to the fact 

that this period for every department has a significant 

historical importance and therefore it should be presented                          

in a written form.” 



• Only 10 years of functioning of the Surgical Clinic of the 

Vilnus University. 

• From tough beginning till the experience of several years 

of work. 

• Time of vision, hope, overcoming hardships and work. 

• Everything seemed to be going towards a bright future. 



• In the next few years, the numer of the treated 

patients increased: from 639 to 924. 

• The treatment was becoming more and more 

expensive: from 5,23 zł to 8,79 zł. 

• There was a spectacular increase in the number                 

of the performer operations: from 18 to 722. 

• And today archaic form: operacyj. 



• In 1971 the university started to publish its own 

journal – Annales Academia Medicae Gedanensis. 

• The first issue opens with two articles by                          

prof. Eugeniusz Sieńkowski about the history                    

of medicine in Gdańsk and the Medical Academy.  

•  Each volume also contains the University 

Chronicle.  

 



• In 1948 the Department and 3rd Clinic of General 

Surgery of the Medical Academy in Gdańsk were 

founded; they were run by prof.  Zdzisław Kieturakis. 

• Due to organizational changes, in 1970 the clinic was 

renamed as 2nd Clinic of General Surgery.  

• Year 1989 marked the 40th anniversary of the clinic.  



• Organizational changes, the formation of new clinics                          

and joining together the existing ones are a common 

occurrence for the University.  

• Some anniversaries are not immediately obvious: 1rst Clinic                 

of General Surgery of the Surgery Institute at Medical 

Academy in Gdańsk  1968-1989. 

 



• A commemorative publication in English was also released.  

• One may notice the use of former name of the university: 

Medical Academy in Gdańsk.   



 

• „Contemporary” facilities at Kieturakisa street                

are no longer owned by the Medical University                   

of Gdańsk. 

• The facilities are about to undergo thorough 

overhaul and will be adapted for new purposes.  



• In 1990 a commemorative publication on the 

45th anniversary of the university came out. 

• The publication includes a brief outline of the 

history of AMG, its rectors and  bios of honoris 

causa doctors. 

• First honorary doctorates were awared to 

professors Michał Reicher, Ignacy Abramowicz, 

Jack Adams-Ray and  Paweł N. Napałkow in 

1965.  

 

 



• The Clinic of Pediatric Surgery celebrated its 40th 

anniversary in 1994.  

 

• The commemorative publication included 

historical information and now unique photos.  



• Winter 1994, the building of 

Mikołaj Copernicus Provincial 

Hospital. 

• Can barely be recognized after 

twenty four years. 

 



• The end of the 20th century.  

• The Medical Academy of Gdańsk departments 

begin the second half century of their existence. 

• In 1995 the Medical Academy of Gdańsk 

celebrates the 50th anniversary of its working 

activity. 





• Some clinics were established later, for 

example due to organisational changes 

within the Medical Academy of Gdańsk. 

• The 25th anniversary of the Department                        

and Clinic of Traumatic Surgery – celebrated 

in 1995. 

 



• The title of the commemorating exhibition does not need 

any further comments:                                                                      

 Best of the best in the 60-years history of the Medical 

Academy of Gdańsk (1945-2005). 

• The exhibition was organised in the Main Library of MAG. 



• The 50th anniversary of the Faculty of Pharmacy. 

• The publication is of an informative character and  

presents the structure, personal composition, scope 

of scientific research and didactic activities. 

• In a few years time it will constitute a valuable 

source for studying the Faculty’s history.  



• The 70th anniversary of the University was an inspiration 

for the MUG Museum which organised an exhibition 

entitled Seventy.  

• The MUG Museum, established in 2006, could for the first 

time participate in a round anniversary of the University. 

• The first page of Bulletin of MUG Museum , October 2015. 

 



• Time goes by, we go by, pass away, our names once well known are now rarely mentioned                             

in media, memory fails with remembering faces, we are more and more difficult to be recognised 

in photos and films. 

• Past events, even the ones from yesterday, are covered with the new ones. 

• Days and years go by, centuries are marked with anniversaries. 

• We are left with heritage and tradition that we have to care for. Right now! 
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